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Polyhedra are an important basic structure in computational
geometry. One of the most beautiful results concerning polyhedra is Cauchy’s theorem, which states that a convex polyhedron is uniquely defined by its graph, edge lengths and
facial angles. (See Section 2 for definitions.) The proof
of Cauchy’s theorem (see e.g. [2]) unfortunately is nonconstructive, and the only known algorithm to reconstruct
the convex polyhedron is very slow (see also [5].)
In this paper, we study similar topics for orthogonal polyhedra. Thus, given a graph, edge lengths and facial angles,
when is this the graph of an orthogonally convex polyhedron? We give an algorithm that answers this question in
polynomial time, and reconstructs the polyhedron if one exists. In particular, our algorithm implies a Cauchy-type theorem for orthogonally convex polyhedra: they are determined
by their graph, edge lengths and facial angles alone. We also
study general orthogonal polyhedra, and show that it is NPhard to decide whether a graph (with edge lengths and facial
angles) is the graph of an orthogonal polyhedron.
Our research was motived by the question how to represent polyhedra (and especially orthogonal polyhedra) efficiently. One common way is the vertex based model, where
one stores the graph and the coordinates of each vertex. For
orthogonal polyhedra, it suffices to store coordinates for vertices of odd degree, see [4, 1].
The vertex based model is rather cumbersome for manipulation of polyhedra, since every translation or rotation requires an update of all coordinates. A more versatile approach is to store edge lengths, facial angles and dihedral
angles only. The polyhedron is then uniquely determined by
the coordinates of three vertices. The results in our paper
show that for orthogonally convex polyhedra, we can omit
the dihedral angles, since they are uniquely determined from
the other parameters.


 

We assume familiarity with polygons and polyhedra. The
vertices, edges and faces of a polyhedron form a graph with
a fixed combinatorial embedding given by the order of edges
around the vertex. Furthermore, the polyhedron defines edge
lengths, facial angles (the angle between two consecutive
edges at a vertex) and dihedral angles (the interior angle between two faces at a common edge.)
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An orthogonal polyhedron is a polyhedron for which all
dihedral angles (and hence also all facial angles) are multiples of !#"%$ . After a suitable rotation, every face of an orthogonal polyhedron is perpendicular to one of the coordinate axis and can be classified as & -face, ' -face or ( -face.
An orthogonally convex polygon is a polygon for which
all edges are horizontal or vertical and any horizontal or vertical line intersects the polygon in at most one interval. An
orthogonally convex polyhedron is an orthogonal polyhedron
for which every intersection with a plane perpendicular to a
coordinate axis is a single orthogonally convex polygon.
Given a graph with a fixed combinatorial embedding
(which defines the faces), edge lengths and facial angles, we
call it an OP-graph (OCP-graph) if there exists an orthogonal polyhedron (orthogonally convex polyhedron) with this
graph. This paper addresses the following questions:
Given a graph with fixed combinatorial embedding, edge lengths and facial angles, is this
graph an OP-graph? Is it an OCP-graph? And if
the answer is positive, can we reconstruct the polyhedron?
Our results can thus be summarized as follows: Testing
whether a graph is an OP-graph is NP-hard, but testing
whether it is an OCP-graph (and reconstructing the polyhedron if it is) can be done in polynomial time.
)
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In
this section we study how to recognize OCP-graphs. So let
<
be a graph< with a fixed combinatorial embedding. We may
assume that is planar (it can be drawn without crossing in
the plane) and connected, otherwise it cannot< be an OCPgraph. We will also assume that every face of has degree
4. Our algorithm thus works for orthogonal polyhedra for
which every face is a rectangle. This is not a restriction if we
allow for an increased time complexity: by subdividing
faces
<
(using <>
the
edge
length
information),
we
can
convert
into
a
=
<
graph
with faces of degree
4
such
that
is
an
OP-graph
< =
(OCP-graph) if and only if< = is an OP-graph (OCP-graph).
Unfortunately,
the size of
may be quadratic in the size of
<
.1
The dual graph of a planar graph (which, as always in this
paper, we assume to have a fixed combinatorial embedding)
is obtained by taking a vertex for every face and connecting
two vertices of faces if and only if the faces share an edge.
1 Very recently, we have developed a different algorithm that avoids subdividing and has linear time complexity.
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A grap
? h is called a DOP-graph (DOCP-graph) if it is the
dual of an OP-graph (OCP-graph). Figure 1 illustrates an orthogonal polyhedron, how to subdivide to obtain rectangular
faces, and the corresponding DOCP-graph, which is necessarily 4-regular (all vertices have degree 4.)

Figure 1: A polyhedron and its 4-regular DOCP-graph.
From now on, we will study how to recognize whether a
given graph is a DOCP-graph <(which is equivalent to recognizing an OCP-graph.) So let be a 4-regular graph <with a
fixed combinatorial embedding. A straight cycle of is a
set of vertices and edges @ACB,AC@EDGFHFIFJB%K@KLB%KCM+A@KCM#A such that
@ KCM#AON
@ A and for all PRQTSUQWV , edge @,X and @X M#A are not
<
consecutive at BYX in the combinatorial embedding. Since is
4-regular, every vertex is on two straight
cycles (or maybe on
<
one straight cycle twice, but then for sure is not a DOCPgraph.) We say that two straight cycles cross if they have a
vertex in common. We will not consider any other cycles,
and often drop “straight” from now on.
An & -stripe of an orthogonal polyhedron with rectangular
faces is a connected set of faces whose center points have the
same & -coordinate. An & -stripe contains only ' -faces and
( -faces; we will therefore also call it a 'O( -stripe. Similarly
<
define &Z' -stripes and &[( -stripes. If is the
DOP-Graph
<
of a polyhedron \ , then each straight cycle of corresponds
to a stripe of \ . We call a cycle an &Z' -cycle if it corresponds to an &2' -stripe, and say that the cycle has cycle-type
&Z' . Likewise, we define &[( -cycles and 'O( -cycles. The
following observations are straightforward.
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=
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of possible types of ] . If now i ]
i N
P (initially
=
.
i
]
i Nkj for all cycles), then we know the type of ]
We repeat until all cycles are identified; if this is not possible
then (as we will see) the graph was not a DOCP-graph. See
Figure 2 for pseudo-code.
e>f

]

=_g

(1) Pick two straight cycles ] A and ] D that cross.
g
g
e>f
enf
(2) Set ] A NTl &Z'Om ande>f ] D Nol &p(Um .
(3) For all ] XrqN ]rAst]uD ; set ] X )= l &Z'vsw'4(6sJ&p(xm
(4) For V N P%sIFHFIFs j , create the empty sets DOF[k] .
e>f
(5) foreach ] X , put ] X into DOF[| ] X )|]
y or DOF[3] {
y
(6) while DOF[2] z
qN
qN
(7)
if DOF[1] is empty, output an error message.
]
(8)
else remove a cycle
from DOF[1].
=
(9)
foreach cycle ] that crosses ]
=hg
=_g}|
g
e>f
enf
enf
]
]
(10)
Set ] = N
=
e>f
(11)
Move ] to DOF[| ] )|]
Figure 2: Algorithm I DENTIFY C YCLE T YPES.
One can show that all steps of this algorithm, as well as
the preprocessing steps to compute the dual graph and the
straight cycles, can be done in linear time. (This assumes
that the given graph has faces of degree 4; the preprocessing
step to achieve faces of degree 4 may take quadratic time.)
The correctness of this algorithm will be proved in a sequence of lemmas, but most proofs have to be sketched for
space reasons. The first two lemmas follow easily from planarity.
Lemma 2 For a planar 4-regular graph, two straight cycles
cross an even number of times.
<

Lemma 3 Let be< a 4-regular planar graph and let ] be
a straight cycle in . For S N P%st$ , let ]6X be a straight
cycle that crosses ] at ~X and B,X . Assume l ~ A swB A m interleaves l ~ D sJB D m on ] ; i.e., the order is either ~ A sJ~ D swB A swB D
or ~ A swB D swB A sw~ D while going along ] . Then ] A and ] D cross
each other.

<

Lemma 1 Let be a DOP-graph.
1. No two cycles that cross can have the same type.
2. If three straight cycles mutually cross, then the types of
two of them determine the type of the third.
3. A vertex corresponds to an & -face iff the two cycles
containing it are an &2' -cycle and an &[( -cycle.
4. For any straight cycle ] , all dual edges of edges in ]
have the same edge length.
) ^_

<

Lemma 4 Let be a DOCP-graph with a straight cycle ] .
Define a graph  with ag vertex for each cycle ] X that crosses
f
]
and an edge ] X s] iff ] X and ] cross each other. Then

is connected.

`. baY.-cb8da9,

Lemma 1(3) implies that to identify face types, it suffices to
determine cycle types. The idea of our algorithm to do so
is very simple. First, arbitrarily fix the types of two straight
cycles that cross, since we can rotate the polyhedron suitably. Assume that we know the type
of a cycle ] , say it is
=
an &Z' -cycle. Then any cycle ] that crosses ] cannot be
an &2' -cycle. So we exclude the type “&Z' ” from the list
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The following two lemmas are crucial to show that cycle
types can be propagated from the first two to all straight cycles.

Proof. The stripe represented by cycle ] projects to an orthogonally convex polygon . Each ] X crosses ] at two vertices which correspond to parallel aligned edges of and we
represent ] X by the rectangle between these edges as in Figure 3. If two such rectangles intersect, then their endpoints
interleave, and by Lemma 3 the corresponding straight cycles cross each other and are connected by an edge in  . We
can get from any point on to any other point on via a
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sequenc
e of rectangles such that consecutive rectangles in
tersect (see also Figure 3). These rectangles form a path in
 , thus any two vertices in 
are connected by a path. 

(1) Let ] A sIFHFIFHs]v be the 'O( -cycles,
ordered such that for any Sv[V
any path from ]X to ] K intersects ]  .
g
f
(2) For S N P,sHFIFHFsw , set  ]rX to be the edge length
of the dual edges of ]X . (Recall Lemma 1(4)).
g
f
(3) Set  ] A N{ . |
P
(4) For S N P,sHFIFHFsw
g
g
g
g
f
f
f
A f f
(5)
Set  ]rX M#A N  ]vX
 ]uX M#A ).
D  ]uX
(6) For any face  in a 'O( -cycle ] ,
g
f
the center point of  has  -coordinate  ] .
Figure 4: Algorithm I DENTIFY C OORDINATES.

Figure 3: An orthogonal path between two points on and
the corresponding rectangles (which represent straight cycles.)
<

=

Lemma 5 Let be a DOCP-graph and let ] and ] be two
straight cycles that cross each other and for which the types
are known. Then we can identify the type of all cycles that
cross ] .
==

]
Proof. Let
be a cycle that crosses ] . We can find a path
=
==
from ] to ]
in the graph=  defined in Lemma 4. Let
] A be the first cycle after ]
on this path. ] A crosses ] by
=
definition of  , so applying Lemma 1(2) to ]s] and ] A
gives the type of ] A . Iterating this, we can identify the types
==
of all cycles on the path, and in particular the type of ] . 

Theorem 6 For a DOCP-graph, algorithm I DENTIFY C YCLE T YPES correctly identifies all cycle-types.
Proof. We start knowing the types of two cycles that cross
each other. From Lemma 5, we can identify all cycles that
cross either one of these cycles. Then in turn we can identify
the types of all cycles that cross these cycles. This process
eventually must reach all cycles, because a DOCP-graph is
connected, and we can get from any cycle to any other cycle

via a path of cycles that cross each other.
) ^

`. baY.- Y8,t,

Proof.< Let \ be the orthogonally
convex polyhedron with
<
graph . A 'O( -cycle of corresponds to a set of faces of
whose center points all have the same & -coordinate. For
\
g
f
any  the & N  -plane intersects \ in one connected
region, so only one '( -cycle can exist for which a face has
coordinate  . Hence, sort the cycles by the  -coordinates
of the corresponding stripes. To get from stripe ] X to stripe
]K , we then necessarily must go through a face that has an
 -coordinate of stripe ]r , and hence belongs to ]6 .

We visualize this lemma by thinking of the stripes
as forming “onion rings” (two halves of an onion)
in the planar embedding. See Figure 5. Since we know all
'n( -cycles, testing whether they form onion rings can be
done in linear time by doing a modified breadth-first search.
The rest of algorithm I DENTIFY C OORDINATES also can be
implemented in linear time.
]

A sIFHFHFIs]v
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in the graph

Figure 5: The stripes of an orthogonally convex polyhedron
form an onion-ring structure.
From the onion-ring structure, algorithm I DENTIFY C O correctly retrieves the  -coordinates of the center points of all vertices on a '( -cycle, since these are determined by the width of each stripe, which corresponds to
the edge lengths in the original graph.
From this, we can get  -coordinates of all vertices of the
polyhedron in linear time. Note that not all vertices are on
a 'O( -stripe, however, the coordinate information for such
vertices can be retrieved from their neighbor vertices in linear time. Similarly we can determine the ¤ -coordinates and
ORDINATES

Now we show how to compute coordinates for the center
points of all faces. This happens by ordering cycles of each
type suitably and adding up the edge lengths to get the coordinate. See Figure 4 for the algorithm.
<

Lemma 7 For any DOCP-graph , the 'n( -cycles can be
ordered as ] A sIFHFIFHs]v such that for any S[{V , any path
from ]uX to ] K intersects ]  .
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the ¥ -co
ordinates of all vertices using &p( -cycles and
¦
cycles respectively.

&Z'

L

<

Theorem 8 If is an OCP-graph, then our algorithm re<
constructs an orthogonally convex polyhedron for which
is the graph.
Note that our algorithm can be used to test whether a graph
is an OCP-graph. If it succeeds in constructing
a polyhedron,
<
then we simply verify whether its graph< is . If this is not
the case, or if the algorithm fails, then cannot have been
an OCP-graph.
*+,%.-0/-21O5#7- 89:
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Figure 6: The cross-section.
For space reasons, we can only sketch the construction.
We convert this polygon into a polyhedron by applying an
“orthogonalized revolution”. More precisely, we construct
a polyhedron that consists of “stacked cubes” of height
¨
¨ ©
A sHFIFHFs
²6s
sw² . Each cube can either be set atop the previous one or be sunk inside it. The top surface of the last
cube is actually a hole inside the bottom surface of the first
cube. See Figure 7 for an illustration. The cross-section of
g
f
this polyhedron with the ( N¸ -plane is then the two polygons in Figure 6. Hence this polyhedron exists if and only if
PARTITION has a solution. Testing whether the graph of our
construction is an OP-graph is therefore NP-hard.
3%ºH0

In this paper, we studied how to recognize whether a given
graph (with edge lengths and facial angles) is the graph of an
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orthogonal polyhedron. This can be decided in polynomial
time for orthogonally convex polyhedra, but is NP-hard for
general orthogonal polyhedra.
It remains open whether we can at least identify the face
types (Section 3.1) for a given OP-graph. We conjecture that
the crucial Lemma 4 holds for all orthogonal polyhedra, but
our proof depends on convexity.
Another interesting case occurs if edge lengths are not part
of the input. Our algorithm for orthogonally convex polyhedra with rectangular faces still works. The NP-hardness
proof requires given edge lengths. Is it NP-hard to test
whether a given graph without edge lengths is the graph of
some orthogonal polyhedron?
*+bYb..,
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Figure 7: Stacked cubes, and the polyhedron if PARTI TION has a solution.

In this section, we show that recognizing OP-graphs is NPhard. Our construction uses a polyhedron of genus 1, but can
be generalized to polyhedra of genus 0.
The reduction is from PARTITION, which is known to
be NP-hard [6]. In this problem, we are given numbers
¨
¨©
AEsIFHFHFIs
, and we want
to find a set ªT« l P%sIFHFHFHsJ¬}m such
©
A
that  X¯®,° ¨ X N D  Xh± A ¨ X . Given such an instance, we describe how to construct an orthogonal polyhedron (or really
the graph of this polyhedron); the polyhedron can be realized
if and only if PARTITION has a solution. The crucial idea is
taken from [3]. Let ² be a suitably large number, and consider an orthogonal polygon with the following edge-lengths:

¨
¨
¨ ©
A sHP%s
D sHP,sHFHFIFs
²6sIP%s
sIP%sw²sJ¬
P . See the left half of Figure 6. It was shown in [3] that such a polygon exists if and
only if the PARTITION instance has a solution.
´ £
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